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Abstract: Sentiment Analysis (SA) is an ongoing research in the field of text mining and classification. SA finds 

a computational domain from opinions and subjectivity of text data in online social media. Sentiments are 

inherited in the form of simple lexicons with symbols and texts having noise of irregular texts in complex forms. 

It is also seen that the high dimensional growth of lexical blends used by online users while expressing or 

responding their responses. These blends differ according to demographics and on the context of topics. The 

simplest approach to get rid of the noise data, adapted by number of studies is by simply removing the irregular 

lexicons, stopwords, emoticons and lexical blends. This paper investigates such effectiveness in sentiment 

classification. We assess the impact of rough set approach in classification of universe and apply to the raw 

datasets. Our earlier study on covering based approximation of classifications outperforms the general 

classification of universe. We apply roughest based classification process using MATLAB functions to the raw 

dataset before data pre-processing. Our results show that precompiled roughest classification has better 

accuracy and outperforms than some of earlier studies. 

 

Keywords: Sentiment Analysis, Text Classification, Rough Sets, Approximations of Classification, Covering 

based Approximation of Classifications 

I. Introduction 

Social media have become effective and popular platforms for expressing one’s online identity. Social 

networking sites serve as the de-facto internet portal for billions of users [15]. The popularity of smart phones 

and quantitative shift of internet users from desktop to mobile devices inferred a wonderful platform to the 

social media to grow in hours. Social networking sites have become a hub for research community to make a 

deeper analysis on social engineering. The derived sentiments of users from such social media on different 

context are becoming useful in recommendation systems including advertising, broadcasting, finance, trade, 

politics, security and many more. In finance data analytics, the interests and preferences of users are 

extrapolated with the analysis of the attributes of individuals with their preferences through unambiguous data. 

Collaborative filtering extends the analysis in the context of related attribute selections on a domain of 

preferences of users. However, due to the difficulty of acquiring preference data they are considered especially 

valuable by the retailers and advertisers that hold them. For instance, companies such as Amazon and Netflix 

maintain large stores of information on users’ product and media preference [10]. These data are derived 

through user interactions on their respective websites or through customized Apps such as buying a book, 

watching a movie etc. They can then be used to anticipate the interests of other users whose interests may not be 

known to create personalized user experiences or to make recommendations. 

As text messages express the state of minds of individual; mining such messages form a large population in 

different context and discovering user preferences through social media is a challenging task. Opinion mining, 

SA and subjectivity analysis are related fields sharing common goals of developing and applying computational 

techniques to process collections of opinionated texts or reviews. Other research goals are to generate heuristics 

or tools that can be used to classify, rank or summarize sentiments toward certain objects, events or topics. Most 

of the studies in this area are based on binary task of classifying sentiment into positive and negative classes 

discarding the neutral and other classes. For example, tools used to determine a thumbs up or thumbs down vote 

for specific movies from their reviews or to predict in-favor or in-worse of certain products or events.  

In this paper, we look specifically at Twitter data, called tweets, to perform classification of texts and discover 

sentiment patterns embedded in the form natural languages. Our approach is to use all types of word set with 

intact of emoticons and not to discard the other types of word sets (discussed in section III) which are generally 

discarded because of ambiguity.  We used Rough Set based classification techniques in MATLAB to label the 

dataset and improve the polarity of sentiments.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section two, we discuss some of the related works in the field of 

text classification and sentiment analysis. Section three presents the methodology that we adapted. In section 

four, we present classification performances. We conclude and give future directions of research in section five. 
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II. Related Work 

A. Text Classification 

Text classification (text categorization) is considered as the task of assigning predefined classes or categories to 

free-text documents. It provides conceptual view of document collections and has been remaining in front fort in 

number applications in the real world. The main task of text classification is how to label texts with a predefined 

set of categories. It has been applied in areas such as document indexing, document filtering, word sense 

disambiguation, etc.  Early SA can be viewed as an application of text classification [11]. One of the central 

issues in text classification is how to represent the content of a text in order to facilitate an effective 

classification. From researches in information retrieval systems, one of the most popular and successful method 

is to represent a text by the collection of terms appear in it. The problem of text classification finds applications 

in a wide variety of domains in text mining with a high demand in News filtering and Opinion Mining 

([3],[4],[9],[16]). 

B. Sentiment Analysis 

Social media is finding the global popularity through micro blogging services like Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, 

MySpace, Tumblr etc. These social networking websites have evolved to become a source of varied kind of 

information. This is due to nature of microblogs on which people post real time messages about their opinions 

on a variety of topics, discuss current issues, complain and express sentiments for certain products, services, 

brands and business they come across in daily life. In fact, manufacturing and service companies have started to 

poll these microblogs to get a sense of general sentiment for their products and study user reactions.  

  

SA has been handled as a natural language processing (NLP) at many levels of granularity. It has been migrating 

in the form of document level ([13], [23]), sentence level ([6], [8]) and phrase level ([1], [24]) classifications. It 

is seen that, SA is affected by the noisy nature of tweet data which includes abbreviations, irregular forms of 

text, stop words and lexical blends. Stopwords generally identified in the forms of prepositions and pronouns 

(such as been, have, is, being and so forth). Lexical blends are words formed in different forms such as, by 

combining a prefix of one source word with a suffix of another, or a mixture/absence of source words. Blends 

can also be formed from proper nouns. Blends are cute, creative formations and vary according to demographic. 

Blends are also seen as a common type of new word. Some examples are: complisult (mean to compliment + 

insult), globesity (mean to global + Obesity), turducken (mean to turkey + dcuk + chicken) and so forth. 

A popular procedure to reduce the noise of textual data is to remove stopwords by using pre-compiled stopword 

lists or more sophisticated methods for dynamic stopword identification. While some works support their 

removal [2]. Others claim that stopwords indeed carry sentiment information and removing them harms the 

performance of Twitter sentiment classifiers [7]. In this paper, we look the popular microblog Twitter data sets 

and build models for classifying tweets by discovering sentiments embedded in it. As discussed in the previous 

section, one of the key challenges that Twitter SA methods have to confront is the noisy nature of generated data 

from tweets and to find and summarize overall sentiment.   

C. Rough Set and Classificaiton 

The rough set theory (RST) was introduced by Z. Pawalak in 1982 [14]. RST has been applied in many 

interesting area of research for solving problems including machine learning, intelligent systems, knowledge 

discovery, decision analysis, expert systems etc. Recently RST and its extensions have also been used for 

anonymisation techniques in social networking ([21], [22]). RST is an applied theory for reasoning on data 

represented as information systems or data sets. The information system used to represent a finite collection of 

data characterized by a finite set of attributes or features. RST does not need any implicit assumptions. 

Classifications of universes play a central role in the study of basic rough set theory ([19], [20]).  

A rough set is defined through two crisp sets, namely the lower and upper approximation of a set as, where an 

arbitrary set XU, it may not be possible to describe ‘X’ precisely in the approximation space aprR =(U, R). 

Assume that ,x y U  and R is the equivalent relationship defined on the universe U. The lower-approximation 

set of the set X on R is R(X) (e.g., see Eq. 1) where RX is the minimum set of entities that for sure belong to the 

set X. RX is also referred to as positive region. The upper-approximation set of the X on R, RX  (e.g., see Eq. 2) 

where Ø is an empty set. RX  is the minimum set of entities which possibly belong to set X. The boundary set 

can be defined as BND(X) = RX -RX. If BND(X) is non-empty X is a rough set on R, otherwise X is a crisp 

(ordinary) set.  

 RX= Y U R : Y X          (1) 

 RX= Y U R : Y X          (2) 

In recent works, we observed that, it is easier to get information in any quantity but a huge amount of 

unprocessed information leads to “data disasters”. RST facilitates the feature of attribute reduction, finding the 
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minimum set of conditional attributes without affecting the decisional attributes. In RST, the set of attributes 

which is common to all the reductions is referred to as the core set of R, denoted as Core(R).  

 

Let B be a subset of A. The core of B is the set of all indispensable attributes of B. The following (see Eq. 3) is 

an important property, connecting the core and the reduct.  

( ) ( )CORE B RED B             (3) 

where RED(B) is the set off all reducts of B, the core is the intersection of all reducts and will include in every 

reduct. Therefore, the core is an important subset of attributes. 

 

Further, the approximations of sets have been extended to a family of sets. Tripathy and Panda ([19], [20]) 

introduced the notion of covering based approximations of classifications (CAC) and studied their properties. 

CAC extends the notions of basic approximations of classifications introduced by Busse. We outline some of the 

theorems and corollaries in this context.  

 

Theorem1 For any I Nn , if  ( )
*CI

X j
k




  then 
*( )X Ui j

i I



, j = 1, 2, 3, 4.  

Also, the result is true when we consider CB–rough approximation of T–type of F with respect to C. 

Corollary1 Let i Nn . Then we have, if 
*

( )X Ui j  then ( )
*kX

k i



for j = 1, 2, 3, 4. 

Theorem 2 Let .I Nn
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(iv)
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Corollary2 For ,I Nn
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Corollary3 For each , ( )
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Corollary4 For all ,1 ,i i n   
*

( )X Ui j  if and only if  ( ) .
*

X jj i



 

, , 1 ,Also for all i i n   ( )X Ui

 if and only if  ( ) .X jj i

 


 

Corollary5 If there exists i Nn  such that ( )
*

Xi   then for each k
*

( ) , ( ) .i N X Un k
  

 

Also, if there exists i Nn  such that ( )Xi 

  then for each k ( ) , ( ) .i N X Un k


  

 

Corollary6 If for all ,i Nn  ( )
*

Xi   holds then 
*

( )X Ui j   for all i N andn j=1, 2, 3. 

Also, if for all ,i Nn  ( )Xi    holds then ( )X Ui

  for all i Nn . 

 

Microblog data of social media are represented as information system and has the characteristics of incomplete 

and imprecise. Microblog data sets contain a wide range of explicit and implicit topics or subjects. Thus 

application of RST (as an extension, CAC) for the sphere of Microblog analysis and in particular, sentimental 

analysis is promising; as we discussed in the beginning of this section.  
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D. Sentiment Classificaiton Techniques 

Most of the recent studies on sentiment classification techniques are based on binary sentiments, that is, positive 

or negative with the approaches of Machine Learning, Lexicon based or Hybrid. The machine learning approach 

uses machine learning algorithms (supervised and unsupervised learning) and linguistic features. The supervised 

methods make use of a large number of labeled training documents. The unsupervised methods are used when it 

is difficult to find the labeled training documents. The lexicon-based approach relies on a sentiment lexicon. 

Sentiment lexicons are a collection of known and precompiled sentiment terms. This approach is further 

categorized into dictionary-based approach and corpus-based approach which use statistical or semantic 

methods to discover sentiment polarity. The dictionary-based approach which depends on finding opinion seed 

words, and then searches the dictionary of their synonyms and antonyms. The corpus based approach begins 

with a seed list of opinion words and then searches other opinion words in a large corpus to help in obtaining 

opinion words with context specific orientations. The hybrid approach combines both approaches and is very 

common with sentiment lexicons playing a key role in the majority of methods. The approaches and the most 

popular algorithms of Sentiment Classification techniques are outlined in Table I. 
Table I: Approaches for Sentiment Classification 

Machine learning 

classifiers 
 

 

Supervised Learning 

 Decision Tree Classifiers 

 Linear Classifiers 

    Support Vector Machine 
    Neural Network 

 Rule-based Classifiers 

 Probabilistic Classifiers 

   Naïve Bayes 

   Maximum Entropy 

Lexicon-based 

Semantics 

Dictionary-based 

Corpus-based 

 Statistical approach(LSA,PMI,S-HAL) 

 Semantic approach 

Lexicon-based and NLP 

Unsupervised Learning Feature sets Unigrams, bi-grams, n-grams, part-of-speech tags 

Micro-blogging 
features 

Hashtags, emoticons, repeated letters Sentiments Positive, Negative, Neutral 

 

III. Methodology 

As discussed in previous sections, the abstract outline of our approach is to detect linguistic expressions of user 

preference from social media, classify the dataset using rough set techniques for improved classification, 

discover the sentiments embedded in the expressions; predict the polarity of new expressions over the specified 

subject of interest with machine intelligence and finally compare the accuracy, F-positive, F-negative factors 

with improved accuracy, improved F-positive and improved F-negative factors.  

 

A. Data Source: Twitter 

Twitter is a social networking based micro-blogging service that allows users to post quick and short messages 

(tweets) up to maximum length of 140 characters. Each user in Twitter has a set of other users (followers) who 

receive their messages; those who (user) follows are called friends. The follow relationship is directed and 

requires authorization from the followee only when the folowee has elected to make their account protected. The 

default setting is to allow all tweets to be publicly visible. 

Messages posted by tweets looks to be an informal register. Twitter is therefore an excellent source of data to 

search for classification and analysis because it is expected to contain many expressions that would be unlikely 

to occur in more formal registers. Furthermore, a very large amount of data is available with Twitter [28] (over 

37 billion tweets spanned in 7 years; reporting that as of Decemeber 2014 five hundred million tweets were 

being sent each day). Figure I shows the median tweet per user per month of last six years. 

 

B. Sentiment Factors and Tweet 

We find the following factors which reflect on identification of sentiments in the sets of tweets. We try to 

highlight some basic terms concisely for the researchers in understanding the Twitter platform and interpreting 

results. 

Twitters’ Terms of Service requires that any data shared about tweets is shared only in the form of a tweet_id, 

preserving privacy of User. In Twitter we can observe multiple screen names (like @Bachchan to 

@AmitabhBachchan for same user (user-id).  

Tweets may replicate according to two observed tweeting behaviors. Firstly, a user re-shares one of her friends’ 

tweets with her own followers, termed as Retweets. In other words, semantics of “RT @username” and tweet 

also indicate a retweet. Secondly, a user replies to a tweet authored by one of her friends, termed as Replies. As 

a result, when calculating retweets, we need to look for both native retweets (Retweets) as well as manual 

retweets (RTs) and assign labels on the context, which is ignored in most of the classification techniques in 

literatures [18]. Twitter’s native content (entities) can be categorized into three types. A user shares a Link, 

termed as “Tweets with URLs”. A user states the topic of the tweet; termed as “hashtags” (such as #fail). A user 
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mentioning another user in the tweet (such as @Bachchan) termed as “tweets with mentions”. The syntax for 

specifying both hashtags and mentions was created by the Twitter users themselves.  

Users use acronyms, make spelling mistakes, use emoticons and other characters that express special meanings 

and affects in SA like JK for just kidding, LOL for Laugh Out Loud YW for You’r welcome, Mocial for Mobile 

and social, Twiple for Twitter and People, Cooooool for Cool etc.  

Emoticons are pictorially represented facial expressions with punctuation and letters; they express the user’s 

mood. Target users of Twitter use the symbol “@” to refer to other users on the microblogs. Users use hashtags 

to mark topics to increase the visibility of their tweets. 

 

C. Data, Text Features and Classification 

We used publicly available dataset for our sample space. The Twitter Streaming API [26] allows to easily obtain 

tweets containing specific keywords as they are tweeted.  The API provides with tweets containing all of the 

keywords in a query, but does not guarantee the order of the keywords in those tweets. We use simple 

MATLAB program to process the tweets to keep all similar lexicon that matches to the original regular 

expression depending on the need of the context.  We used six data sets for classifications. The OMD represents 

to the Obama-McCain Debate DataSet, HCR represents the Health care reform DataSet, WAB is the Dialogue 

Earth Project DataSet and GASP is the Dialogue Earth Project DataSet. Figure II shows the number of tweets 

and vocabulary size of each dataset. 

The first step in our approach is to mine explicit natural language expressions of preference from social media 

for the purposes of prediction and recommendation. These explicit linguistic expressions of preference are 

focused to mine from natural language data using regular expression patterns. We used lexicon-based methods 

to annotate the datasets on identifying tweets containing words or phrases that indicate whether a word is same 

or similar to the requirements. We then identify candidate words amongst those tweets. We use Stemming to 

reduce an irregular or misspelled word to its root form. Some of the common exemplary string matching regular 

expressions are shown in Table II. The second step is concerned on rearrange the data which is also termed as 

Data Preprocessing or Data Cleaning in some literatures. The common observed procedure in this step is to 

reduce the noise of textual data on removing stopwords by using pre-compiled stopword lists or more 

sophisticated methods for dynamic stopword identification.  

 

 

                Figure I: Median Tweets                     Figure II: Datasets                               

      

 

Saif et al., [17] observed that, removing pre-compiled (classic) stopwords from the dataset negatively impacts 

the performance of Twitter sentiment classification. In their study, the Mutual Information Method (MI) 

stopword generation method obtains the best classification performance in the environment of human data 

annotation and threshold setup. It has a low impact on both the size of the feature space and the dataset sparsity 

degree. We adopt MI stopword generation method rather than simply removing singleton words. 

The mutual information method [5] is a supervised method that works by computing the mutual information 

between a given term and a document class (e.g., positive, negative) providing an indication of how much 

information the term can tell about a given class. Low mutual information suggests that the term has low 

discrimination power and hence it should be easily removed. According to Xu et al., [25] the mutual information 

between two random variables representing a term t and a class c is calculated as: 

( , )
( , ) ( , ) log

( ). ( )
( )

t T c C

p t c
I T C p t c

p t p c 

   

Where I(T,C) =The mutual information between T and C; T ={0, 1} and C = {0, 1}. In a document, if a term t 

occurs then T=1; otherwise T=0. If a document belongs to class c then  C=1; otherwise C=0 
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  Table II: Regular Expressions for              Table III: Set of emoticons 

   Text Features    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The tweets of datasets are labeled with one of the three classes (positive, negative, other). In Table III, we 

highlight such labels. Each entity of the tweets is annotated with the same three sentiment classes and a 

sentiment weight factor (1-3) on the positivity of the class. The annotated tweets are further processed to 

classify using rough set based classification in MATLAB. This improves the quantification of binary polarity 

compared to non-classified datasets. The performance of improvements is presented in the next section. Some of 

the basic functions of RST-classification are listed below: 

Sl=rslower(A,a,S)  % find the lower-approximation set Sl 

Su=rsupper(A,a,S) % find the upper-approximation set Su 

Sd=setdiff(Su,Sl)   % find the boundary set Sd 

 

Function for Lower Approximation Function for Upper Approximation 
function sl=rslower(y,a,X) 

r_ind=ind(a,X); 

sl=[]; 

[p,q]=size(r_ind); 
for i=1:p 

    sd=setdiff(r_ind(i,:),0); 

    if ismember(sd,y)  
        sl=cat(2,sl,sd); 

    end 

end 

function su=rsupper(y,a,X) 
r_ind=ind(a,X); 

su=[]; 

[p,q]=size(r_ind); 
for i=1:p 

    sd=setdiff(r_ind(i,:),0); 

    ict=intersect(sd,y); 
    [p_ict,q_ict]=size(ict); 

    if q_ict~=0 

        su=cat(2,su,sd); 
    end 

           end 

Function for Indiscernibility relationship 
function aa=ind(a,x) 

[p,q]=size(x); 

[ap,aq]=size(a); 

z=1:q; 
tt=setdiff(z,a); 

x(:,tt(size(tt,2):-1:1))=-1; 

for r=q:-1:1 
     if x(1,r)==-1 

     x(:,r)=[];  

     end 
end 

for i=1:p  

    v(i)=x(i,:)*10.^(aq-[1:aq]');  
end 

y=v'; 
[yy,I]=sort(y); 

y=[yy I]; 

[b k l]=unique(yy); 
y=[l I]; 

m=max(l); 

aa=zeros(m,p); 
for ii=1:m  

     for j=1:p  

     if l(j)==ii  
             aa(ii,j)=I(j)  

               end  
           end 

      end  

 

IV. Classification Performance 

 

We used Weka 3.6.11 [27] and performed a binary sentiment classification on all the datasets with Naïve Bayes 

classification. The RST based classified datasets are processed for this classifications. Figure III represents the 

improved accuracy of classification. In WAB dataset 35% of the total data were not categorized to binary 

polarity and occupied in other and irrelevant classes which were further labeled and padded to binary polarity 

using RST classification and hence WAB outperformed. Figure IV shows the improvements of F-measure in 

positive and negative sentiment polarity compared to non RST classifications. It is observed that, the 

improvements are marginal. Figure V represents the classification performance of all the test datasets. 

 

 

Positive 

Sentiment 

Negative 

Sentiment 

Neutral 

Sentiment 
:)  :-)  :]  :D  :P  ;)  ;-)  

;]  ;D  ;P  =) =-) =D 

amazing, awesome,  
birthday, bom, 

congrats, cute, enjoy, 

excited, glad, gracias, 
hello, loving, moon, 

smile, sweet, thx 

:(  :-(  ;(  ;-(  =(  =-( 

brittany, crying, died, 

headache, horrible 
huhu, hurts, murphy, 

nickjonas, poor, rip, 

sad, sakit, snow, 
stomach, sucks, throat, 

triste, ugh, upset 

(_/)   

bunny ears 

0w0   
a cat’s face  

a face with wide 

eyes 

Regular 

expression 

Examples of matching 

strings 

Coined the 

(term|word) 

Coined the term, 

coined the word 

Jargon for Jargon for 

Known in \w+ 

(terms|speak) 

Known in technical 

terms, known in 

computer speak 

Known to \w+as Known to scientists as, 

known to geeks as 

New word New word 

Slang(expressio

n|phrase) for 

Slang expression for, 

slang phrase for 
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         Figure III: Improved Accuracy of  Figure IV: Improved F-Measure of  

              Classification          Classification 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure V: Classification Improvements 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

V. Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we studied relevant research applications of text classification and sentiment analysis. Discovery 

of sentiments from microblog data and classifying them with utmost accuracy is found to be challenging. The 

Rough Set theory established as a classical tool in solving real life problems pertaining to information systems 

or data sets. The RST based classifications introduced by Tripathy and Panda has its competency to tackle 

characteristics like implicit, explicit, incomplete, impreciseness of information system or data sets. As the 

microblog data sets contain a wide range of explicit and implicit topics or subjects; Rough Set techniques are 

used in MATLAB to classify six datasets and found the improvement of binary polarity. It is also observed that, 

presence of stopwords, irregular lexicons, emoticons, lexical blends in test datasets lead to higher accuracy 

level. Our results show that the improvements of accuracy in HCR and WAB datasets were impressive with 

marginal improvements in binary polarity. Sentiment analysis in foreign languages (other than English) is 

growing as there is still lack of resources and researches concerning on foreign languages. Applications of Deep 

Architecture may be used to infer how fast the tweets can pass in the context (ego-centric) to utmost users 

irrespective to demographics. 
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